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Abstract: At early-age, hydration of cement leads to a reduction of volume (caused by the Le
Chatelier contraction) which induces autogeneous shrinkage. Besides, hydration is an exothermic
reaction and an increase of temperature occurs (followed by a decrease). As autogeneous shrinkage
arises only in cement paste and as coefficient of thermal expansion may be different between
cement paste and aggregates, strains incompatibilities lead to an internal self-equilibrated state of
stress. Depending especially on the concrete mix, initial cracking may occur at the cement paste
scale leading to a modification of the global concrete behavior.
In this contribution, an analysis of the internal stresses is performed on a mesoscopic mesh by finite
element calculations taking into account hydration, autogeneous and thermal shrinkage, basic creep
and cracking.
Influence of creep strains and mesoscopic representation are studied showing that, for an ordinary
concrete, hydration lead to a reduction of “elastic” stiffness and tensile strength even if creep is
taken into account.
equilibrated state of stress: tensile stresses in
cement paste and compressive ones in
aggregates are generated. Therefore, initial
cracking may occur in the cement paste,
depending especially on the concrete mix.
Indeed, when the water to cement ratio
decreases and cement content increases (for
High Performance Concrete for example), the
autogeneous shrinkage and the global
hydration heat (and associated elevation of
temperature) increase and enhance the risk of
cracking. It is similar to the case of drying or
at elevated temperature: drying shrinkage of
cement paste is restrained by aggregates,
therefore cracking may occur in the cement
paste. The case of drying shrinkage
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INTRODUCTION
At early-age, hydration of cement leads to a
reduction of volume (Le Chatelier contraction)
which induces autogeneous shrinkage.
Moreover, hydration is an exothermic reaction:
an increase of temperature is followed by a
decrease. If endogenous and thermal strains
are restrained, compressive stresses and then
tensile stresses rise, which can reach the
concrete strength and thus lead to crossing
cracks. Besides, autogeneous shrinkage occurs
only in cement paste and coefficient of
expansion may be different between cement
paste and aggregates. These strains
incompatibilities lead to an internal self1
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considering that the reaction is thermoactivated following the Arrhenius law [18-19]:

incompatibilities has been studied in several
studies at ambient temperature [1-6] or at
elevated temperatures [7-10], but it is not the
case of autogeneous and thermal shrinkage at
early age [11].
In this contribution, an analysis of the
internal stresses will be performed at early age
on a Representative Elementary Volume
(REV) of concrete considering two phases:
cement paste and aggregates. Internal
transition zone (ITZ) which thickness around
aggregate increases as the w/c ratio decreases
[12] is not taken into account explicitly. The
assumed properties of cement paste are an
average of the ones of cement paste and ITZ.
Finite element calculations using Cast3m are
undertaken with the taking into account (in the
cement paste) of hydration, autogeneous and
thermal shrinkage, basic creep [13] and
cracking (damage and plastic-damage model
which could including the computation of
crack opening [14-15]). Drying and associated
drying shrinkage are not considered here due
to the fact that this study concerns only
massive concrete structures at early-age
(drying is a very slow process affecting at
early age only a few centimeters depth of
concrete [16]). Influence of creep strains
(which relax the induced stresses) will be
studied on the predicted damage field and
(eventual) associated reduction of material
mechanical properties (Young modulus and
tensile strength). It is worth noting that, in this
contribution only the material mechanical
properties modification linked to the material
scale is studied and that for the analyses of a
massive concrete structure the structural effect
of restrained shrinkage must be taken into
account.

 Ea 

 RT 

ξ& = A(ξ ) exp −
~

(1)

where Ea is the activation energy, R is the ideal
gas constant 8.3145 J.K-1mol-1, T is the
temperature, ξ is the hydration degree and

~
A(ξ ) is the chemical affinity.

To obtain the temperature evolution, the
energy balance equation, which includes the
heat release due to hydration reaction, is
solved:
CT& = ∇ (k∇T ) + Lξ&

(2)

in which L is the latent hydration heat [J.m-3],
k is the thermal conductivity [W.m-1.K-1] and
C is the volumetric heat capacity [J.m-3.K-1],
which are assumed constant [20-21].
The thermal boundary conditions are assumed
to be of convective type. The convective heat
flux ϕ [W.m-2] reads:

ϕ = h (Ts − Text )n

(3)

where h is the exchange coefficient including
convection and radiation (after linearization)
[W.m-2.K-1], Ts is the temperature on the
surface [K] and Text is the ambient temperature
[K].

2.2 Autogeneous and thermal strain model
Autogenous shrinkage ε au and thermal strain

ε th can be modelled by the following
equations:
ε au = − κ ξ 1 and ε th = α (T − T0 )1

2 HYDRATION MODELLING

ξ =

2.1 Chemo-thermal model
with

The prediction of early-age behavior
required to know the evolution of the concrete
hydration. This evolution can be achieved by
the use of a chemical affinity [17] and

ξ − ξ0
ξ∞ − ξ0

(4)
+

where κ is a constant material parameter, ξ 0 is
the mechanical percolation threshold, ξ ∞ is the
final hydration degree, ⋅ + is the positive part
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operator and α is the coefficient of thermal
expansion.

D is linked to the elastic equivalent tensile
strain ( εˆ ) and the damage criterion is given by
Mazars [26]:

2.3 Cracking model

f = εˆ − κ 0 (ξ )

The mechanical behaviour of concrete is
modelled by an isotropic elastic damage model
coupled with creep. Such model reveals to be
sufficient for predicting cracking due to
restrained strain [16][13].The Young modulus
E and the tensile strength ft increase due to
hydration as follows [22-23]:

E (ξ ) = E∞ξ

aE

and

f t (ξ ) = f t ∞ξ

a ft

where κ 0 (ξ) is the tensile strain threshold.
Then, D& = 0 if εˆ ≤ κ 0 (ξ) and if εˆ ≥ κ 0 (ξ ) :
D = 1−

(5)

εˆ =
(6)

πξ
2

+ 0.5 exp( −10ξ )

(7)

ε e + βε bc

g ft (ξ ) =

where ν is the Poisson ratio and ξ is the
hydration degree.
The relationship between apparent stresses σ ,
effective stresses σ~ , damage D, elastic
stiffness tensor E , elastic strains ε e , basic

+

: ε e + βε bc

+

(11)

f t (ξ )(1 + At 2 )
Bt

(12)

It is related to the fracture energy Gft and the
characteristic length lc:

g ft (ξ ) =

creep strains ε bc , total strains ε , and previously
defined strains reads:

~ = (1 − D )E(ξ )ε&
σ = (1 − D )σ
e
= (1 − D )E(ξ )(ε& − ε& bc − ε& au − ε& th )

)

Strain softening induces inherent mesh
dependency and produces failure without
energy dissipation [32]. In order to dissipate
the same amount of energy after mesh
refinement, when strains localise in one row of
finite elements, a characteristic length lc is
introduced which is related to the mesh size
[33-34].
For the adopted model, the dissipated energy
density gft at failure in tension reads:

The Poisson ratio is relatively stable for
concrete. Neville [24] recommends a value
equal to 0.2 for most concrete mixes.
However, De Schutter and Taerwe [25]
suggests an evolution depending on the
hydration degree, which has been considered
here:
ν (ξ ) = 0.18 sin

(

κ0 
(1+ At )exp − Bt εˆ − At exp(− 2Btεˆ)] (10)
εˆ 

where At and Bt are constant material
parameters which control the softening branch
in the stress-strain curve in tension.
High stress levels lead to non-linear creep
strains (which may induce failure). Following
Mazzotti and Savoia [27-30], a part (controlled
by parameter β) of creep strains εbc (see
paragraph 2.4) is included into the expression
of the equivalent strain defined by Mazars
[26][31]:

where E∞ and f t∞ are the final Young
modulus and tensile strength, respectively (i.e.
when ξ = ξ ∞ ), aE and aft is a constant material
parameters.
The evolution of the tensile strain threshold is
then computed from the evolution of tensile
strength and the Young modulus:
f (ξ ) f t ∞ γ − β
κ 0 (ξ ) = t
=
ξ
E (ξ ) E ∞

(9)

G ft (ξ )
lc

(13)

l c = 3 Vef

where Vef is the volume of the finite element.
The fracture energy also depends on the
hydration degree [35]:

(8)
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G ft (ξ ) = G ft ∞ξ δ

2.5 Mesoscopic mesh

(14)

The algorithm of mesh generation was
developed by Nguyen et al. [37].
Numerical simulations are performed on a
2D REV of concrete of 100×100 mm² (see
Figure 1), where the cement paste and the
aggregate are meshed (the calculations are
performed in the context of plane stresses)
using an original technique [37]: both phases
are not explicitly meshed, instead material
properties are projected on a existing fine
mesh. The mesostructure is representative in
term of aggregate content and sizes
distribution of an ordinary concrete that has
been deeply investigated experimentally [38]
[13] [5]. As the ITZ is not considered, a
perfect bond could be assumed between
cement paste and aggregates.

For a CEM I 52.5, De Schutter and Taerwe
[35] found that δ=0.46 fits well experimental
data. This value has been used for the finite
element simulations.
2.4 Creep model
The model takes into account directly effects
of hydration. In order to reproduce the (partial)
reversible part of basic creep, Kelvin-Voigt
and dashpot chains are used. The strains can
be obtained by solving the following
differential equations [36]:



τ bci ε&&bci + τ bci


σ~&
k&bci (ξ )  i

&
ε
+
1
=
bc
kbci (ξ ) 
kbci (ξ )

σ~ = ηbci (ξ )ε&bcj
where

i
τ bc

and

(15)

is the characteristic time (constant),

and ηbcj (ξ ) are the spring stiffness and
viscosity, respectively (increasing with the
hydration degree) and σ~ is the previously
defined effective stress (equation 8).
The stiffness parameter for each unit is
calculated with the following equation
proposed by de Schutter [22] and slightly
modified [36]:
i
kbc
(ξ )

i
i
k bc
(ξ ) = k bc
_∞

and

j
η bc

(ξ )

0.473
2.081 − 1.608ξ

j
= η bc _ ∞

ξψ

0.473
2.081 − 1.608ξ

ξψ

(16)
Figure 1: Mesh of the REV.

2.6 Bondary conditions and material
parameters

where k bci _ ∞ and η bcj _ ∞ are the final stiffness
and viscosity, respectively. The characteristic

The algorithm of mesh generation was
developed by Nguyen et al. [37]. A massive
concrete wall of 1.2 m thick is considered. One
area is extracted (in the core) and is applied in
a uniform way to the REV of concrete, using
adapted mechanical boundary conditions
(Figure 2):
The displacement of all the sides are partially
restrained.
The partial restraint consists of constraining
the same uniform displacement in the
concerning sides through adapted kinematic
relations. Additional kinematic relations are

(ξ ) (ξ ) ) is assumed to be
time ( τ
constant for the Kelvin-Voigt unit.
At this time, tensile creep is considered to
have the same amplitude and kinetic that
compressive one, due to the lack of relevant
data (especially for cement pastes, where there
is no data to the authors’ knowledge). Besides,
the previous equations are extended into
multiaxial stress state using a creep Poisson
ratio, taken equal to the elastic one.
i
= k bc

j
/ η bc
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used to eliminate rigid body displacements. It
is worth noting that the used boundary
conditions are not exactly representative of
real boundary conditions.

Parameter
Total heat
released
Creep
parameters

Kinematic
relations
Kinematic
relations

3
k bc
_∞

Young
modulus
Tensile
strength
Shrinkage
amplitude
Thermal
dilatation
coefficient

Temperature [°C]

45
40
35
30
25
20
100

150

200

κ
α

-

6.25e9
Pa

-

15
GPa
1,5
MPa
160
µm/m
15
µm/(m.°C)

60GPa

-

5
µm/(m.°C)

Numerical simulations are performed on the
concrete REV to compute the evolution of
damage field at early-age due to
incompatibilities of strain (autogeneous
shrinkage and slight mismatch of coefficient of
thermal expansion) between cement paste and
aggregates. Influence of creep is studied.
Damage fields at different times are displayed
on Figure 4. The cracking probability is the
results of a competition between generated
stresses induced by differential shrinkage
(thermal and autogeneous one), creep strains,
Young modulus and the tensile strength
evolutions.

50

50

ft

2.25e10
Pa

-

3 STRESSES AND DAMAGE FIELDS
AFTER HYDRATION

Sensor near the surface (5cm)
Sensor in the core
Predicted temperature (near surface)
Predicted mean temperature (core)

0

(τ=10 days)
E

Aggregates

To highlight the modification of the concrete
behaviour
due
to
the
mesoscopic
representation and due to hydration,
homogeneous simulations of the same
specimen have also been performed.
The elastic mechanical parameters of the
homogeneous simulation have been calculated
from the parameters of cement paste and
aggregates by using the Mori-Tanaka approach
[41].

65

15

(τ=0.1days)
(τ=1 days)

An ordinary concrete is considered. Using
experimental data [13] and numerical analysis
[13][36], temperature field evolution is
predicted (figure 3). In the thermal simulation
the heat exchange coefficient (h) is adjusted to
reproduce experimental temperature evolution
of a massive wall of ordinary concrete [39].
Creep parameters and autogenous shrinkage
amplitude of the cement paste are also
adjusted to reproduce, with a mesoscopic
simulation (only the cement paste is
undergoing creep and shrinkage), the results
obtained on an ordinary concrete by
experimental test [40]. The table 1 gives the
value of used parameters for cement paste and
aggregates.

55

1
k bc
_∞
2
k bc
_∞

Figure 2: Mechanical boundary conditions

60

L

OC cement
paste
6.06e8
J/m3
7.5e10
Pa

250

Temps [h]

Figure 3: Comparison between experimental
temperature for an ordinary concrete and numerical
temperature taken into account.
Table 1: Parameters of cement paste used in the
mesoscopic simulations
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Without
creep

t = 100

t = 150

t = 200

t = 240

t = 200

t = 240

With
creep

Figure 4: Evolution of the damage field (D) during hydration for OC: Influence of the creep (t represent the time (in
hours) after casting)

The numerical results show that, since the
creep in the cement paste of an ordinary
concrete is very large (compared to concrete or
a high performance cement paste), a very
important relaxation of stresses occur and
decreases
the
micro-cracking
density.
Therefore,
damage
due
to
strain
incompatibilities at early-age are largely
overestimated and may lead to a (misleading)
significant decrease of mechanical properties
if creep is not taken into account. On the
opposite and as expected, creep tends to limit
(and
localize)
damage
areas,
since
autogeneous shrinkage is very limited for an

ordinary cement paste and since the mismatch
of thermal expansion due to the variation of
temperature induced by hydration is limited. In
this case, the influence of internal stresses
developed at early-age need to be studied.
Figure 5 and 6 shows the internal stress field
obtained after hydration. The residual internal
stresses are more important when creep is
taken into account because without creep,
cracking occurs which reduces the apparent
stresses.

Y
X

(a)

(b)
1
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Figure 5: Initial stresses after hydration for simulation at the core without taking into account creep for ordinary
concrete: σXX (a), σYY (b)

Y
X

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Initial stresses after hydration for simulation at the core with taking into account creep for ordinary concrete:
σXX (a), σYY (b)

1

OC - Homoref : Homogeneous and
same parameters for cement paste and
aggregates without hydration (the
mesoscopic nature of concrete is not
considered)
2
OC - Mesoref : different parameters are
considered for cement paste and
aggregates without hydration (the
mesoscopic nature of concrete is
considered)
3
OC - Meso hydration with creep core :
different parameters are considered for
cement paste and aggregates (the
mesoscopic nature of concrete is
considered), initial stresses, damage
state due to hydration and creep are
taken into account
4
OC - Meso hydration core: different
parameters are considered for cement
paste and aggregates (the mesoscopic
nature of concrete is considered), initial
stresses and damage state due to
hydration are taken into account but
creep is neglected
The difference between the case 1 and 2 is
only due to the mesoscopic representation of
the concrete. One can remark that an important
decrease on the maximal strength is obtained
du to a more gradual cracking process but also
that the value of the crack closure stress is
modified. When hydration is taken into
account and induces initial stresses and

4 GLOBAL BEHAVIOUR AFTER
HYDRATION
After the initial computation of internal strains
and stresses in the REV concrete (see previous
part), the global behaviour of the concrete is
computed by a simulation of a cyclic loading
(tensile uniaxial stresses followed by
compressive ones). As irreversible strains are
not considered in the used damage model, the
crack closure stress should be equal to
σc=0MPa. In the case of cyclic loading, during
the load reversal, micro-cracks close
progressively and the tangent stiffness of the
material should then increase. The damage
model proposed in the paragraph 2 is not able
to reproduce this stiffness increasing. So, for
the following simulations, the unilateral effect
is taken into account by a separation of the
stress tensor into positive and negative parts
[14]. The stress is given by:

σ = (1 − D)σ~+ + (1 − D)α σ~−

(17)

Where σ+ and σ- are the positive and the
negative part of the stress tensor, α is a
constant parameter and D is the damage
variable.
Figure 6 displays the stress – strain
relationship (which could be called behavior
law) of ordinary concrete during the test for
four situations:
7
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dissipation. Indeed, figure 8 shows the damage
field evolution during tensile test and one can
see that damage area are more important
during tensile test when creep is not taken into
account during hydration calculation (increase
of 22% of the equivalent number of element
where the damage is equal to 1 defined as

damage, a significant decrease of the stiffness
and of the maximal stress is predicted if creep
is not taken into account (about 50%) whereas
when creep is taken into account, initial
stresses are relax and only few element are
affected by initial damage. Thus, only a slight
decrease of the maximal reached stress is
obtained (about 18%). This last case is
considered as the closer to the realistic one and
will be considered as the reference case for the
following comparisons.
It is interesting to note that when an important
initial damage field is obtained after hydration
(case OC- hydration when creep is not taken
into account), the global behavior seems to be
more ductile. The same results were obtained
by Heinfling et al. [42]. This could be
explained by more distributed energy

∫
∫

D dS
néq ( D = 1) = S
ds

where S is the surface of the

s

mesoscopic mesh and s is the surface of one
element).

4

2

Stress [MPa]

0

-2

-4
OC - Meso hydration core
OC - Meso hydration with creep core
OC - Mesoref

-6

OC - Homoref
-8
-600

-400

-200

0
Strain [µm/m]

200

400

600

Figure 7: Global behavior during the tensile – compression loading cycle for OC at the wall core

ε = 30µm/m

ε = 70µm/m

ε = 120µm/m
8

ε = 600µm/m
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(a)

ε = 30µm/m

ε = 70µm/m

ε = 120µm/m

ε = 600µm/m

(b)
Figure 8: Evolution of the damage field (D) during hydration for OC when creep is taken into account (a) or not (b)
ε is the global imposed strain during tensile test

5 CONCLUSION
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